
Date: ____________________ 

SPH4U: Wave Nature of Light 

PHET Activity: 2D Wave Interference  

 
Open the “Wave Interference” applet on the PHET website.  

1. Select Interference 

2. Set frequency to maximum 

3. Set separation to 5.0 cm 

4. Pause the animation if it is running and then click on the green valves. This will ensure the sources are in 

phase with each other.  

5. An image like that shown below should form. You may want to hit the pause button. 

6. Use a sheet of overhead transparency and a whiteboard marker to make any measurements.  

 

Note: The water is “illuminated” from above. The bright areas are produced because supercrests act as convex 

lenses and focus the light to an area. The supertroughs act as diverging lens and spread the light out producing 

darker areas. Where the waves interfere destructively a flat-water surface results in which the light is neither 

spread out or focused (creating a grey area). These areas form visual nodal lines 

 
 

First consider the diagram  

 

1. Use the measuring tape (on the screen) to measure the wavelength of the waves as accurately as possible. 

Hint don’t measure just one wavelength. λ=_______________cm  

2. The first 3 nodal lines have been labeled in the diagram above. Place the transparency on the screen and 

draw a dot at the sources (𝑆1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆2) and on the centre of each nodal line (𝑛1, 𝑛2, 𝑛3) (it doesn’t matter 

which one). The further away from the centre of the source it is the more accurate your results will be. 

3. Use a ruler to measure the distance between the source one (𝑆1) and the point on the first nodal line. This 

point will be called 𝑃1.  Record the length of this line segment in Table 1. 

4. Move the ruler to the centre of source 2 (𝑆2). Measure the length from 𝑆2 to the same point on the first 

nodal line and record this in Table 1.  

 



Table 1: First nodal line data 

P1S1 P1S2 

  

 

5. Return the ruler to the middle of source 1 (𝑆1). Measure the distance between this source and the point on 

the second nodal line. We will call this point 𝑃2. Record this distance in Table 2.  

6. Move the ruler to the middle of source 2 and repeat step 5.  

 

Table 2: Second nodal line data 

P2S1 P2S2 

  

 

 

7. Steps 5 and 6 for a point on the third nodal line and record your data in table 3 

 

Table 3: Third nodal line data  

P3S1 P3S2 

  

 

 

Calculate the differences 

 

𝑃1𝑆2 − 𝑃1𝑆1 =    Express this as a fraction of the wavelength: _____________________________ 

 

𝑃2𝑆2 − 𝑃2𝑆1 =    Express this as a fraction of the wavelength: _____________________________   

 

𝑃3𝑆2 − 𝑃3𝑆1 =    Express this as a fraction of the wavelength: _____________________________ 

 

 

Predictions:  

 

P4S2 – P4S1 = 

 

PnS2 - PnS1 = 

 

Observations from simulation 

 

1. Run the simulation and record what happens to the pattern as the source separation is decreased. 

 

 

 

 

2. Run the simulation and record what happens to the pattern as the source frequency is decreased. 

 

 

              


